Excellent job by Cemerlang

They trounce Klang Gate for fourth victory in league

Cemerlang continued their winning ways in the Football Association of Selangor (FAS) Super Division when they edged Klang Gate 1-0 in a Group A match at the SUK ground in Shah Alam recently.

Cemerlang’s hero was R. Puvaneswaran who scored in the fourth minute. It was Cemerlang’s fourth win in as many matches while it was Klang Gate’s second defeat in four matches.

The match was an exciting affair with both teams opting to play an attacking game. But their strikers failed to make the chances that came their way.

In the end, Cemerlang walked away with maximum points.

In another Group A match played at the Subang Jaya Municipal Council (MPSJ) Sports Complex, Port Rangers collected three points when they edged Belia Selangor 1-0 while at the Proton ground in Shah Alam, Tentera Darat notched a 3-0 win over Proton.

RMN walked away with three points when they edged Saridee 3-2 at the SUK ground in Shah Alam.

Emkay-NPNG, the defending champions, are currently leading Group A with 12 points while Cemerlang are second on 12 points. In third place is PNSB with seven points from two wins and a draw.

In Group B, unbeaten MPSJ — who have three wins and two draws — are the frontrunners with 11 points. Air Asia are in second place with nine points after three wins and a defeat.

After the preliminary rounds, the top two teams from each group will advance to the semi-finals.

In the Premier Division matches, Wira and Puchong Hunters went on a scoring spree in Group A. Wira scored an impressive 7-0 win over Mory Tnte at the Sultan Sulaiman Club ground while Puchong Hunters defeated Medan Harmoni 6-0 at the Sirim ground.

In a Group B match, Sri Indah edged Shah Alam City Council (MBSA) 1-0 at the Taman Kanchang ground in Rawang while LGM defeated Horizon 3-1 at the RRI ground in Sungai Buloh.

Darul Affiah maintained their winning streak in Group C when they defeated UiTM 4-0 at the UiTM Sports Complex. With the win, Darul Affiah are leading the nine-team group with 10 points from three wins and a draw. For UiTM, it was their second defeat in four matches. They have four points from a win and a draw.
It's mine: Cemerlang's P. Saravanan (in white) gets past a fallen Klang Gate's Norazmi Abu Samah.
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RESULTS

Super
Group A: Port Rangers bt Belia Selangor 1-0; Tentera Darat bt Proton 3-0; Cemerlang bt Klang Gate 1-0; RMN bt Saridee 3-2

Premier
Group A: Wira bt Mory Tnte 7-0; Puchong Hunters bt Medan Harmoni 6-0;
Group B: Sri Indah bt MBSA 1-0; LGM bt Horizon 3-1;
Group C: Darul Affiah bt UTM 4-0; Victoria -MPKJ bt Kenari-Lions 3-1;
Tanjong bt Anak Kalumpang 3-0; Samudera bt SCRC 1-0
Group D: Damansara Bersatu bt Rosar -Sirim 3-1; Putra Perwira bt Suriavilla-Uitm 5-4; Hallo-Hallo bt Puchong Rangers 1-0;

Division One
Group A: Putra Subang bt Red Giants 2-0; Turi bt Rovers 1-0; Sifa-WC bt Waja 3-0; Rose bt Puchong Rovers 4-2; New Rangers bt Khaff 1-0;
Group B: Lucky Star bt Kop Cuepacs-JKM 3-0; Triways bt Starbrite-UM3-1; Iman-Ak MBPJ drew SS Putra 1-1; Rising Star bt Setia Kelana 1-0; Sungai Linau drew Sri Remaja 0-0;
Group C: Puchong United drew Cenderawasih 2-2; Gen-Pro MMU bt TPCA 3-2; Vulcans bt Sri Suria 1-0; Nilam Puri bt Grasshopper 2-0;
Group D: Sunday Cowboys drew Pendamai Putra 2-2; MISC bt Batu Caves 4-0; Megah Murni bt Mutiara Kota Damansara 2-0; Sri Mawar bt Armada 5-0; Kelisa MDHS bt AU 2 1-0.

It's mine: Cemerlang's P. Saravanan (in white) gets past a fallen Klang Gate's Norazmi Abu Samah.
Goal!: R. Puvanesvaran (centre) scores past a fallen Klang Gate goalkeeper Norazhar Abu Samah.